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1.

Executive Summary

The Review has completed a heritage study in accordance with the Brief and during the process,
considered a range of submissions from the community and from members of the Heritage
Committee working party.
At the outset it had been made clear by Council, the community and the previous community based
heritage study that the heritage conservation areas were worthy of review and expansion in
particular areas.
The review has concluded with a range of recommendations for expanding the heritage
conservation areas within Orange and for a number of additional heritage listings.
The proposal includes a change to the names of the heritage conservation areas in order that they
are more clearly identified with their particular setting and local history. No changes are
recommended to the Lucknow and Spring Hill Heritage conservation areas.
In summary the proposed heritage conservation areas are Dalton Central HCA – the former central
conservation area, Endsleigh HCA – the former East Orange conservation area, Bowen HCA – the
former southern portion of the East Orange Area, an expanded Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA,
and new heritage conservation areas for Newman Park, Blackman’s Swamp and Bletchington.
In addition to the discussion around the proposed boundaries of heritage conservation areas at the
community workshops, the matter of guidelines and controls for development was covered. It is
agreed that this matter requires updating in line with the general changes instituted by other
Councils in NSW and that this should be a follow on study. A clear base for that review has been
provided in this study with statements of heritage significance for each of the proposed heritage
conservation areas.
A portion of the brief for the study related to a review of complex sites currently on the Orange LEP
where the scale of the listed site is not well related to the elements of heritage significance. As no
submissions were received from the public and owners during the advertised period and the matter
was not raised or reviewed in detail at the workshops, the study has concentrated on the Heritage
conservation areas and Listings. A summary however has been provided of the sites which warrant
investigation and a determination of an approprtiate curtilage. These include the CSU water tower,
the two Kinross Wolaroi sites and the former Electrolux site.
As a result of the submissions, a small number of property owners have lodged detailed objections
related to issues other than the heritage significance of their properties. Further meetings and site
visits are recommended to review the concerns and provide answers to the questions related to
development, change and the consent process.
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2.

Introduction

2.1.

Background

The 1986 Orange Heritage Study identified five locations within Orange with the potential for being
treated as Heritage conservation areas. These were adopted by Council, and gazetted, as follows:






Central Orange Heritage conservation area
East Orange Heritage conservation area
The South East Heritage conservation area
Lucknow Heritage conservation area
Spring Hill Heritage conservation area

The Community based Heritage Study carried out in 2012 – 2013 was a review and adhered to the
new guidelines provided by the NSW Heritage Office. These included a community reference
committee, with Councillor Representation, and workshops. The study concluded with
recommendations for the listing of an extended schedule of heritage items and following public
consultation, a recommendation for the future review of the heritage conservation areas.
The Review identified an area which met the criteria for a heritage conservation area and was
recommended and adopted by Council. The Duration Cottages marked the historic post war period
for the construction of houses based on a standard design on a small subdivision of land in the
vicinity of the Small Arms Factory (later EMMCO, Email and Electrolux), which had attracted people
to the region for the work opportunities.
The Review also considered several substantial public submissions relating to Spring Hill and
recommended changes to the Spring Hill Heritage conservation area to more closely reflect the
original subdivision with an associated number of additional listings.
During the final review and public consultation stage an area in the vicinity of Newman Park was
identified as a potential heritage conservation area. It had previously been identified by the National
Trust as a possible heritage conservation area.
Changes to heritage conservation area boundaries are recommended where the preference is to
include both streetscapes within an area and routing the boundary to rear property lines.
In May, 2019, Council instructed the consulting team of David Scobie Architects with James
Nicholson – Adaptive Architects.
The brief provided a scope for a Heritage Study Review as follows:





A review of the existing heritage conservation areas, with a view to exploring the potential
for:
o Expanding the current areas
o Establishing new separate areas;
o Reduce existing areas.
Identify new places worthy of listing as heritage items:
Identify sites that could be refined to an area of significance with a curtilage.
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2.2.

Methodology

The following process has been utilised in accordance with Council and Heritage Office guidelines.


Workshops were conducted at Council, and members of a reference committee and
members of the public were invited to commence the review process. The project and the
objectives were explained, and issues and commentary were offered from the attendees. It
was clear that there was overwhelming support for an expansion of the heritage
conservation areas to protect areas which were considered as having conservation
qualities, but were currently external to the heritage conservation area boundaries. Three
other issues also had support:
 The listing of buildings and places not currently protected in the schedule;
 Opportunities for interpretation;
 Additional controls on development within the heritage conservation areas.
An additional suggestion for the listing of places with Aboriginal significance was
considered. However, the expertise required was outside the scope of the current project.
However, through the grants system, Council has been able to make considerable
progress on a major interpretation programme with Aboriginal significance at The Springs.
This project ensued from the Orange Aboriginal Heritage Report completed for Council in
2012.








2.3.

An exhibition period followed, and Council accepted a wide range of contributions
from the community.
The submissions were collated, analysed and the key issues studied by the
Community Consultative Heritage Committee and consultant team.
The team visited the sites and areas considered to have sufficient merit to warrant
listing, or potential as heritage conservation areas.
A further workshop was convened to review the potential heritage conservation
areas and their boundaries.
Additional site visits were carried out by the team to review the proposed heritage
conservation area boundaries.
Additional consultation was undertaken in the area of the contribution of post-war
housing, and particular building types in Orange.
Additional consultation was undertaken in seeking advice on the use of specific
relevant names for the heritage conservation areas.

Submissions

The following submissions are nominated for their outstanding contribution towards the project. In
addition to their commentary and recommendations, the contributors also attended one or more of
the workshops to complement their fieldwork.
Alexandra Rezko
Charles Everett with the Orange Heritage Group
Margaret Deans and Cliff Hall
Euan Greer and Phillip Stevenson
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Des Mulcahy
Alison Russell also made available the Archaeology and Heritage Study prepared by OzArk
Environment & Heritage which further developed the work by NTS Corp on ‘The Springs’ Fringe
Camp. The site has special significance for the Aboriginal community and was a place on Crown
Lands occupied by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal families during the early decades of the twentieth
century. The study will assist Council in listing the site on the LEP as a heritage item.
A submission was also received on the use of Hawthorn, crataegus monogyna for hedgerow
planting in the area. These were planted throughout the Orange and Blayney area and have
historic quality as part of the cultural landscape. The submission also commented upon cypress
and pine windbreak boundary plantings. Further fieldwork is required in combination with some
expertise in the horticulture to identify these elements which would warrant nomination.

2.4.

Workshops

The workshops were informal meetings held within the Orange Civic Centre foyer space.
The initial workshop discussed the background and objectives for the study.
The second workshop provided an opportunity following the public submissions to discuss the
issues which community members had discovered about their own neighbourhoods and those
places further afield which were of conservation interest.
The key issue was which areas to include within the extensions and new areas.
Here was some discussion on the development of additional controls to avoid problematic issues
including the demolition of significant buildings, the erection of buildings and additions considered
unsympathetic and the general character of works within the heritage conservation areas.
An additional workshop was conducted to review the draft boundaries for the extensions and new
heritage conservation areas.
The team also met with Charlie Everett to obtain further information on the particular significance of
post war public housing construction in Orange. As a result of these meetings and dsicussions
further listings were developed based on a detailed appreciation of the post ware Government
related housing initiatives.
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3.

Historical Background to Heritage conservation areas

The city of Orange has been shaped by many different periods and styles of buildings. As we look
at the character of the different heritage conservation areas in the city, it is important to understand
the broader picture and the stylistic features that make them.
The first European to travel through Wiradjuri territory was the surveyor Oxley in 1817, but the first
occupation of land west of Bathurst did not occur until 1823. The “Orange” village first appears on
maps from 1829 and land sold outside the village from 1836, but no buildings followed. The first
building was in 1838 and by 1845 a village had developed at Summer Hill. Narrambla estate
followed to the north in 1847. The town was proclaimed in 1846 but no land was sold until 1849.
The first buildings were slab huts, and the first brick building was the Wesleyan Church completed
in 1849.
So, while there were earlier buildings on the outskirts, the buildings in the town of Orange date from
after 1850. There are a few remaining buildings in the Central Orange area from the 1850s and
1860s, but these are few, and are Georgian or Gothic in style. This period is known as Early
Victorian. Buildings of this period are likely to feature bluestone, an early building material, and tend
to have a primitive frontier construction. There were some local brickworks that developed over
time and Sydney architects were visiting by the 1860s and the quality of buildings benefitted from
this.
The 1870s and 1880s were a time of prosperity and ambitious expectations for Orange. Some had
grown wealthy and showed it in large mansions and more ambitious public buildings supported by
local and Sydney architects. This period is generally called Mid-Victorian and featured styles such
as Classical, Academic and Rustic Gothic, Italianate, and Romanesque. By the end of the 1880s
there was a flourishing town with Victorian features like terrace housing and shopfronts. Some of
the city from this period has survived but it is only in pockets, and generally the larger more
important public buildings and mansions have survived better than the individual housing. Most of
the smaller terraces have gone. Some of the orchard and large farming housing in the outskirts of
town are Victorian residences, leading to the odd early residence surrounded by later development.
The next fifteen years would be difficult for Orange. The 1890s started with a Depression that ran to
the middle of the decade and was followed by the 1896 drought that only lifted around 1904. There
are few buildings in Orange from this period. This was also an experimental period in architecture,
where common styles such as Georgian, Italianate, Gothic and Romanesque were mixed together
and used in unconventional ways leading to many references to “Free Style”. This mixing of styles
would lead to a shift in Federation styles in the new century. In terms of a period this can be called
Transition, Early Federation, or Late Victorian.
The difficult times led to a pent-up need for more housing, and the flood gates burst when the
drought ended. The central parts of Orange have a strong and harmonious character because of
the busy program of subdivision and building from about 1904 till the First World War. The houses
in this period started out as very formal versions of Victorian Italianate, but that stylistic mixing soon
saw the Arts and Crafts and Queen Anne styles make their way into Orange. Some Art Nouveau
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can be seen in decorative elements in the early part of the decade. Victorian period detailing was
very geometric, whereas Federation period detailing became florid, with nature references. This
time is best labelled the Federation period, which some call the Edwardian, but with a new nation
formed we might dispense with British monarchs as time markers. In this period development
stretched out from the city central areas into large sections of Newman Park, Bowen, East Orange
and parts of Glenroi.
After the War Australia’s “British only” attitude shifted towards respect for the US. The Californian
bungalow was a good basis for design for Australia due to the similar climate. This “Interwar” period
was a time of expansion in the city, and much infill as well. Many streets have unbroken rows of
Californian bungalow dwellings remaining from this period. The area of Bletchington opened as a
subdivision during this period, and the city filled out towards the west and south.
In the 1920s, a simpler housing type clad in fibro without any conscious decoration, that might be
termed Fibro Vernacular, began to spread in less affluent areas in the city. This type of housing
design would remain largely unchanged through to the end of the 1970s. The social welfare
housing of the Housing Commission in 1948 and following would be in this style.
The 1930s brought another Depression and this changed architecture as well. Housing became
more simplified and a stripped back Georgian style became a low-cost refuge that was comfortingly
familiar for designers. Instead of six pane window sashes late 1920s will have three vertical panes,
and 1930s will have two horizontal panes. Some Spanish Mission influences (derived in turn from
Romanesque) can be found in this period and there was by this time a large range of styles
available to a designer. Orange also has several P&O style houses scattered around. Many of
these houses provided infill in otherwise well-developed areas of the city.
Orange has very few sandstone buildings for a town its size, and instead has a character
established by the orange-brown or “oatmeal” coloured brickwork that was all sourced from the
local manufacturers. This is true from the very early Victorian period through to the end of the Interwar period. This gives these quite different periods a unifying character that would shift after the
war. These earlier styles all consistently had smaller elements like verandahs that broke down their
scale and once again gave them a consistency of character that would not continue beyond the
war. Other materials like slate roofs, corrugated galvanised sheet roofs and timber windows also
unite these earlier period buildings, and distinguish them from the post-war period. In many ways
the Second World War drew a line in the sand between the architecture that came before and after
it.
The late years of the Second World War and in the immediate “Post-war” period the level of
austerity shaped architecture into a very stripped down and simplified box-like architecture. Most of
the design elements were removed for a purely pragmatic approach. This period also features
technological changes such as non-locally produced extruded bricks, aluminium windows, and
concrete roof tiles. The 1950s brought the stylistic expression inside the house with pastel ironwork
in the bathroom and ultra-moderne furniture elements. It also brought with it the rise in car
ownership and need for garages in residences. This period saw the expansion of the city, and there
are many areas where this period is the dominant type of development.
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The 1960s and 1970s saw a period of experimentation with housing to break away from the pattern
of development that had been entrenched by austerity. While cost remained a serious issue
throughout this period there were several ideas such as A-frames and skillion forms designed to
change the nature of housing. Brickwork trended towards the lighter blonde shades mixed with
brown detailing and ceilings were lowered. This type of development tends to be in large discrete
areas instead of individual infill buildings. The city expanded again with large zones of this period
on the city’s outskirts.
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4.

Heritage conservation areas

4.1.

Dalton Central heritage conservation area

Dalton Central is the former Central Heritage conservation area, with two minor extensions. The
first allows for an area to the south-east corner, formed by four blocks of properties fronting
Moulder Street, Lords Place, McNamara Street, Kite Street and Peisley Street. The second
extension is a series of properties on the western side of Woodward St, between Moulder and Kite
Streets.

Further analysis and a review of the submissions has concluded that the extension does not
warrant listing as an extension of the HCA.
The review indicated that two properties located at 143 and 147 Woodward Street, warranted
listing as Heritage items in place of the streetscape and extended HCA.
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143 Woodward Street

147 Woodward Street
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Description
The Dalton Central Heritage conservation area broadly corresponds with the original “square mile”
town layout in a grid pattern. This area includes a high concentration of sites of heritage
signiﬁcance and includes successive periods of infill development.
The Dalton Central heritage conservation area has diﬀerent characteristics for residential areas and
the commercial centre as follows:
Residential Areas
The central area of the city holds the highest number of the very earliest surviving buildings in the
town. This includes churches, government buildings and large mansions from the Early and MidVictorian periods. Most of these buildings will be individually listed heritage items. Smaller homes
from this period are less likely to be heritage items and will be tucked into later infill areas, often
because their larger lots were subdivided later.
Much of the housing stock in the Central Orange HCA is from that burst of development just after
the turn of the century. The Federation Italianate predominates along the streets, with fewer
examples of the Arts and Crafts and the Queen Anne styles mainly occupying corners. The level of
continuity of housing from this period is what gives Orange a strong sense of unity and heritage
character. There are numerous areas where rows of Federation Italianate are unbroken.
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There is also a fairly high level of Interwar period bungalow infill housing in the earlier areas of the
Central Orange HCA, and they have a greater concentration as you move to the outer areas of the
square mile, particularly towards the west where they are almost uninterrupted along the street.
With the combination of common elements from each of the building periods, and wide streets
often complemented by large trees, this Central Orange HCA has been described as “having grace,
consistency and highly urban character rarely found in the towns of New South Wales especially in
the concentration that exists here”.
A surprising number of front fences and gardens retain their original style and reinforce the identity
of the periods.
Central Business District
In the CBD the strong consistency of scale and harmony of styles evident in the early 20th century
(from photographic records) has been progressively reduced. For example, ground ﬂoor shopfronts
from the 1870s to 1920s have been replaced with post 1960s styles and some ﬁrst storey façades
have been covered with metal sheeting.
The Post Oﬃce precinct is the main commercial heritage group within the CBD. It includes the Post
Office, the former Australian Joint Stock Bank, the Commonwealth Bank, Hotel Canobolas, the
Royal Hotel and the former Dalton Bros stores. They provide a heritage focus for the CBD. This
focus needs to be protected, but also to be supported by the rest of the CBD character.
Other scattered commercial and public heritage buildings that have been identiﬁed as having
heritage signiﬁcance contribute to the city’s heritage even though the commercial core has lost
much character due to reconstruction in unrelated styles and materials and abrupt changes in scale
over a number of years
Statement of Significance
Historic: The Dalton Central HCA is the earliest part of the town with the oldest remaining
buildings, some of which date back to the foundation of the town in the 1850s and 1860s. The
“square mile” reflects the colonial surveyed town layout from 1846. It reflects the primary colonial
government focus on law and order, commerce, education, government services and religious
institutions, all of which have a prominent role in the HCA. The phases of development, the earliest
streets and how they changed is a physical record of the town’s history.
Associative: The Dalton Central HCA is named after one of the most prominent families in the
development in Orange, and one that has shaped how the town developed. The Dalton Brothers
establishment was the main reason the commercial district moved to Summer Street, and they
were instrumental in developing the town into a substantial centre.
Aesthetic: The Dalton Central HCA has some of the most iconic buildings in Orange including the
large public buildings like the court house and the post office; the large commercial buildings like
the former Dalton Bros stores and the various hotels; the large churches like Holy Trinity and St
Joseph’s; and the prominent older schools like Orange Public. Beyond that the peculiar history of
Orange has developed a town with a remarkable level of unity in the residential character of this
central area. With the bulk of the housing from the turn of the century and interwar periods the built
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fabric of the town centre has a defined character that is noticeable. Add in the cold climate and
wide Victorian regional streets lined with European deciduous species and the town has a unique
feel to it.
Social: The Dalton Central HCA is the heart of the community and has very strong social
significance to the local community and the wider regional areas
Research: The Dalton Central HCA has many layers of development and can provide a high level
of research potential
Rarity: The Dalton Central HCA has a unique character unlike any other town centre in many
ways. Its relatively narrow band of housing predominantly from the 1900-1930 period is unusual for
a regional centre. Its elevation and climate has resulted in unique citywide plantings that were
particularly suitable to early European settlers.
Representativeness: The Dalton Central HCA has many characteristics that are representative of
planning styles for town layouts in the mid 19th C and can still demonstrate those principles. The
building stock include good examples of architectural styles, with a particularly local character in
housing styles. Orange shows the characteristics of a town that spent a significant period as a rail
head.
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4.2.

Bletchington Heritage conservation area

Bletchington is a new heritage conservation area, consisting of properties north of Prince Street, up
to Margaret Street, primarily between Clinton and Peisley Streets.

Description
The Bletchington Heritage conservation area is a new area that is an extension north from the
Dalton HCA. This includes an area north of Prince Street and is predominantly a projection of the
eastern half of the Dalton HCA towards the north focussed on the area between Hill and Peisley
Streets.
Prince Street north has several excellent examples of important mid-Victorian Italianate residences,
and some that need some work to bring out their best. There are also several excellent examples
of Federation Italianate cottages, many Interwar bungalows and some late 20thC residences. It has
very few post-war residences.
The entire area north of Dalton Street was granted to Simeon Lord, and this estate was not
subdivided until the “Bletchington Estate” was released in a fairly consistent and slow release
method spanning mainly from 1910 until the mid-1950s. Thomas Dalton sold less than 5 blocks in a
small subdivision around Thomas Street in the 1890s, but it was his 2nd wife who established the
major subdivision of the area in 1909. As such the Bletchington Estate started to develop in that
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boom time after 1905 and the area of the HCA had largely filled in by the end of the Interwar period
in 1945.
There are a few Federation Italianate buildings spread out in the HCA. By far the most prominent
period of buildings are from the Interwar period, as Californian Bungalows. Unlike the other HCAs,
which have an irregular extent of infill across their areas, the Bletchington HCA is a bit like a
patchwork quilt, reflecting the piece by piece way the land was purchased in a series of miniestates. This seems driven mainly by the desire to live in areas already settled by others. There are
pockets with a run of Federation period houses in Anson Street, Lords Place and Dalton Street.
This indicates that Anson Street and Lords Place must have been extended as the first roads
through the new estate.

Figure 2

The early stages of the Bletchington Estate showing Thomas Dalton’s small 1890 subdivision
near Peisley Street. This largely stalled until the late Interwar period. – Land Titles Office
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Figure 3

1938 Town Map showing the development of the Bletchington Estate to that date. Development
has extended the full length of Prince St, up to Clinton St along Dalton, but only between Peisley
and Hill to the north of Dalton. Some areas have been redeveloped since and lost their early
character.

There are also large pockets with uninterrupted runs of Interwar bungalows, and other parts where
there are uninterrupted runs of post-war houses. There are relatively few late 20thC houses in this
area other than the south side of Dalton Street, which has several of them.
Together this gives this HCA a very individual character where there are consistent smaller areas
of a single character, instead of a complete mix of styles and periods.
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Figure 4

1929 parish map with colour coding to show how sites were sold. The patches of development
seem to be primarily related to people’s desire to buy in an area that is already occupied. – Land
Titles Office

Statement of Significance

Historic: The Bletchington Estate represents one of the main areas of growth for the young city of
Orange, predominantly in the Interwar period.
Associative: The Bletchington Estate was initiated by the second wife of Thomas Dalton, Mary
Ann, who established the subdivision a year before her death. She was a prominent socialite and
supporter of community in the Northern Sydney area.
Aesthetic: Released as a large estate, the Bletchington HCA has been left with a patchwork of
early Federation and Interwar buildings that occur in significant groups within the broader
residential character. This extends the city core’s character north towards the hills.
Social: The Bletchington HCA is an early extension of the town and has developed a supporting
character to the Orange community.
Research:
Rarity:.
Representativeness: The Bletchington HCA has a building stock that include good examples of
Federation Italinate and Interwar bugalow styles.
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4.3.

Blackman’s Swamp Heritage conservation area

A new heritage conservation area is centred upon the green reserves and park spaces in the
vicinity of National Avenue and Warrendine Street, between Woodward Street and Peisley Street.
In the south-east corner, it extends to the rear of properties located on the south side of Franklin
Road.

Description:
The Blackman’s Swamp Heritage conservation area is the southern extension from the Orange
Central HCA. This area was not an estate that was released, but includes the areas south of
Moulder Street that were included in the original square mile but have previously been excluded
from the HCA. The new HCA will incorporate the southern side of Moulder St, and National
Avenue, along with the numerous areas of public recreation to the south of the town. Moulder
Street has numerous Interwar bungalows and develops to much earlier Federation Italianate and
even late Victorian cottages around the crossing with Hill Street. It has some larger commercial
buildings to the east end and becomes more modern at the far west end.
It also extends further south on the eastern end to pick up the surrounds of the numerous heritage
items along Lords Place and Franklin Road. There are several impressive Federation Italianate
residences on the way up the hill along with Interwar bungalows. There are more later houses,
especially post-war in this HCA, but it is also an important historic area with many early residences.
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Figure 5

The Blackman’s Swamp HCA area shown on the 1938 town map. Development extended beyond
Moulder Street, especially on the east side where Anson Street, Lords Place and Peisley Street
development extended to Franklin Road. The Anson Street / Gardiner Road corner is addressed
in heritage items below.

Statement of Significance

Historic: The Blackman’s Swamp HCA is part of the original city and has the range of development
found in the Dalton HCA. It is strongest on the east end as the west ends were not connected to
Woodward Street until later. The area also connects the city to the green spaces around the
creeks that formed Blackman’s Swamp, which defined the area to colonial explorers.
Associative:
Aesthetic: The area has numerous Interwar bungalows and features much earlier Federation
Italianate and even some isolated late Victorian cottages, often setback from the street with
dense gardens.
Social: The Blackman’s Swamp HCA has connections to the earliest days of the town and
connects the city to the recreational areas..
Research:
Rarity:.
Representativeness: The Blackman’s Swamp HCA has a building stock that include good
examples of Late Victorian & Federation Italianate, and Interwar bugalow styles.
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4.4.

Figure 6

Newman Park Heritage conservation area

A new heritage conservation area north of East Orange, located between McLachlan Street,
Dalton Street and Spring Street.
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Description:

Newman Park was proclaimed in 1899 as part of the green space in the new East Orange
municipality. Bylaws were gazetted in 1901. East Orange was proclaimed a town in 1885, and
included the East Orange HCA, the Bowen HCA and the Newman Park HCA. The East Orange
Municipality was merged with Orange in 1912. Newman Park is separated from Bowen by the East
Orange Creek canal.
While the Newman Park HCA is not centred on Newman Park, it is an area that is within walking
distance to the park. Being a little further away from the railway and the industrial areas of the
Victorian period it is a more residential area with some substantial houses.
This area developed from the turn of the century and has good examples of Federation Italianate,
and some Late Victorian Italianate and Rustic Gothic houses along with several small Victorian era
vernacular cottages. It includes “Buena Vista”, the local architect John Hale’s private residence,
which has lost some of its detailing. It also has the East Orange Public School with an 1889
building. There are numerous Interwar bungalows and a good mix of post-war and late 20thC. This
HCA picks up the development of the east end of Byng and March Streets.
This side of the railway is generally more mixed, with numerous styles interwoven instead of runs
of similar styles. There is also more of a mix between brick and weatherboard, and large and small
houses.
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Figure 7

The Newman Park HCA from the 1938 town map. There is strong development along Byng and
March Streets as well as McLachlan, Autumn and Nile Streets. There is sporadic but significant
development to the north east.

Statement of Significance

Historic: The Newman Park HCA is part of the new private town of East Orange that subsequently
became merged with Orange. It demonstrates that community-based government stretched
beyond the Victorian era, but also that it had its limits. The Newman Park HCA developed more as
a residential suburb rather than a support suburb to industry and as such has some stately homes.
Associative: The park was originally to be named “Harry Newman Park” after a local member’s
seven-year fight with the Government to establish a park in the area1. It is fitting to
commemorate a local activist in a private town that demonstrates the role of the community in
government at the time. The Newman Park HCA is also the location that long-term local architect
John Hale made his home Buena Vista, and after whom Hale Street is named. It indicates that
Newman Park had a good reputation.

1

National Advocate 26.02.1898 p2
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Aesthetic: The Newman Park HCA developed from the turn of the century and has good examples
of Federation Italianate, and some Late Victorian Italianate and Rustic Gothic houses along with
several small Victorian era vernacular cottages.
Social: The Newman Park HCA is a well established area based around a large public park and
has its own character.
Research:
Rarity:.
Representativeness: The Newman Park HCA includes good examples of Federation Italianate,
and some Late Victorian Italianate and Rustic Gothic houses along with several small Victorian era
vernacular cottages. Many of them are largely intact.
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4.5.

Bowen Heritage conservation area

This heritage conservation area remains unchanged from the portion located north-east of Bathurst
Road and centred on Dora and Summer Streets. The name changes from East Orange to Bowen
in order to distinguish it from the area on the south side of Bathurst Road.

Description:
Previously known as the “East Orange Heritage conservation area”, it is proposed to re-named this
area the “Bowen Heritage conservation area” after the suburb name and its famous forebear.
The Bowen HCA is centred around the small nucleus of the former Municipal Council Chambers,
Post Oﬃce, former Band Hall, and shops of the Dora, Summer and McLachlan Street intersection.
The area is predominantly residential with small corner shops, some of which remain in operation.
The buildings in Bowen are a diverse mix of mainly modest brick and timber weatherboard houses,
terraces and local shops from the Late Victorian and Federation period with Interwar and later
housing interspersed.
A few ﬁne Federation Italianate houses remain in McLachlan and William streets, especially to the
south end while the north stretches to more Interwar and weatherboard housing. while a ﬁne set of
four Victorian single brick terraces exist in Autumn Street with houses from the same period
opposite.
On the southern boundary of the Bowen HCA is the grand two storey Bowen Terrace of 1876,
which provides an impressive entry to the town centre.
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Some timber houses from the end of the 19th century with original details are still evident in Bowen.
Since the 1986 heritage study was prepared several Victorian timber houses have been lost to new
housing developments.
Corner shops are a characteristic of the East Orange area with Mackies Store a notable example.
With the diversity of brick, timber and corrugated iron clad buildings the area contrasts in character
with the consistency of the period brick houses in the Central Orange HCA. This diversity provides
the area’s character and aﬀords broader options for material selection in new development.

Figure 8

Alongside the CBD the area of Bowen HCA is some of the earliest and most dense development
in the city. The whole area east of the railway to Spring Street had been developed by the time of
this map drawn in 1938.

Statement of Significance
Historic: The Bowen HCA is a central part of the new private town of East Orange, proclaimed in
1888, that subsequently became merged with Orange in 1912. It demonstrates that communitybased government stretched beyond the Victorian era, but also that it had its limits. The Bowen
HCA also has its basis in housing for the industrial centre of the town in the railways, the gasworks,
the woolen mills and the tannery and boot factory owned by Maurice Webb Bowen.
Associative: The Bowen HCA is named for Maurice Bowen, and his most prominent landmark, the
Bowen Terraces, which is a mid-Victorian terrace to house his workers. It also was the site of “St
Kilda (b.1878), 11 William St, the birthplace of Kenneth Slessor in 1901. The Bowen HCA was also
home to the East Orange Council, along with all its Mayors.
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Aesthetic: The area of the Bowen HCA includes some of the formal buildings associated with the
former municipality such as the band Hall and the former Council Chambers. It also has a more
commercial centre around the post office, along with a number of smaller local shops and cafes
spread through the residential area. The residences in Bowen are a diverse mix of mainly modest
brick and timber weatherboard houses, terraces and local shops from the Late Victorian and
Federation period with Interwar and later housing interspersed. This gives more variety than the
central housing area.
Social: The Bowen HCA still operates as a “second centre” in Orange and its more distributed
small shops and cafes give it a different social sense to the main CBD. While much of the industrial
support function is no longer current, the mix of weatherboard and smaller houses gives a different
social mix to other areas of Orange.
Research:
Rarity: The Bowen Terraces are a very early example of a run of terraces and are unique to the
LGA.
Representativeness: The Bowen HCA has examples of Victorian Italinate commercial buildings as
well as residential. It has a good share of early terrace housing. It has some good examples of
Federation Italianate, along with several small Victorian era vernacular cottages and later Interwar
bungalows. This HCA has a large number of weatherboard cottages.
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4.6.

Endsleigh Heritage conservation area

The northern portion of this existing heritage conservation area is bounded by Endsleigh Avenue,
Kite Street and McLachlan Street, and is currently the Glenroi Heritage conservation area. The
extension encompasses the southern portion of Endsleigh Avenue, Churchill Avenue and the
properties on the eastern side of McLachlan Street.

Description:
This area was called the “South East Heritage conservation area” in 1986 Heritage Study, and the
“Glenroi Heritage conservation area”. It is proposed to limit the Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA to
the suburb of Glenroi to the east of East Orange Creek, as this area has a different history to the
area of East Orange. The area to the west of East Orange Creek, east of the railway, north of the
former Electrolux factory, and south of the highway is now called the “East Orange HCA”. It is
separated from Bowen HCA by the highway, but also because it hasn’t the old civic function that
Bowen has, and East Orange is far more associated with the industrial history of Orange.
This area, centred on Edward and McLachlan Streets, is predominantly residential, with many older
buildings stretching back to mid-Victorian terraces such as Lamrock Terrace associated with the
railway station and other various industries, impressive Victorian Italianate residences (both
symmetrical and asymmetrical), turn-of-the-century Federation Italianate cottages mainly in the
north but scattered also further south, along with a good representation of Interwar bungalows,
cottages and later development.
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While the railway line is now seen as a barrier between the east and west of the city, it was clearly
seen as a connecting piece in the days before cars, and this side of the tracks developed alongside
the main city. Some industrial uses intermingle with the residential areas, and this has always been
the case for this part of the city. The older, smaller houses and single storey terraces provide a
good example of ‘worker’s housing’ associated with industry. The housing is sited directly opposite
former employment locations on the railway, wool stores and ﬂour mill.
Highway development stretching south is a main threat to the area along with the replacement of
older buildings with new housing.
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Figure 9

The East Orange HCA on the 1938 town map shows that development had stretched down
Endsleigh Avenue, Edward and McLachlan Streets near completely to Caroline Street, and that
there was significant development down to what would become Churchill Avenue after the war. –
The duration cottages had not yet been built and the extensions to Glenroi would happen during
WW2.

Figure 10

East Orange in 1954 with the railway at the top and the highway on the right. This shows the area
of the HCA almost completely filled with buildings.

Statement of Significance
Historic: The Endsleigh HCA is a mix of very well established homes and Victorian terraces, such
as Lamrock Terraces, associated with the industrial hub of Orange. It includes what is considered
the oldest surviving residence in Orange, Endsleigh House (b.1856), and the location of the first
building in the area, the now demolished Coach and Horses Inn (b.1844). It was part of the new
private town of East Orange, proclaimed in 1888, that subsequently became merged with Orange
in 1912. It was more fully associated with the nearby industries and railway yards. At one point
Orange had a very substantial railway depot for steam trains.
Associative: McCausland Lamrock, a former Mayor of Orange, is a significant resident who had a
big role in the development of East Orange.
Aesthetic: The Endsleigh HCA has a more extensive complement of Victorian buildings than the
city centre, and has some very confident Victorian and Federation Italianate residences. It also has
a number of very early Victorian terraces.
Social: While much less significant today, the Endsleigh HCA was the industrial hub of Orange
through the Victorian and Federation periods. The HCA has been shaped by that history and the
social contribution of that industry is important to recognise.
Research: Industrial sites will always have industrial archaeological potential.
Rarity:
Representativeness: The Endsleigh HCA has good examples of Victorian and Federation
Italianate residences, as well as some good early terrace types.
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4.7.

Glenroi Duration Cottages Heritage conservation area

Figure 11

Trove library photograph – Opening the EMCO Factory

Figure 12

The area remains similar to the current listing, with two small extensions, to include
Church property on Glenroi Avenue at the Churchill Avenue corner, and an extension
south to include properties and the streetscape on Amber Street.
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Description:
During the Second World War Orange was involved in the war effort through the production of
munitions. The Small Arms Factory was built for this purpose, and would become the Emco factory
after the war. Munitions workers were housed in what was called “Duration Cottages” throughout
the war. After the war, these cottages remained in government ownership and were rented to
workers. This association with the war effort, with industry, and the social element of government
housing for its workers is what makes the area historically significant.
In 1953 the Glenroi Community Advancement Co-operative Society was formed and took
ownership of all the cottages. The purpose of this society was to make the housing available for
sale to the occupants. Unfortunately, by 1959 the Society went into liquidation.
The housing in this area remains close to the character of the original duration cottages, all of them
are small fibro clad cottages with brick chimneys and little architectural styling. They are the
forerunners of, but distinct from, the later Housing Commission residences both in east Glenroi and
in north Orange.
Statement of Significance
The Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA provides large scale evidence of the war effort in Orange
during WW2, and in the planning and design of housing provided during the war with owner
participation in both the construction and in the community institutions which persisted until the late
1950s.
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.
Historic: The Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA is physical evidence of the war effort in Orange
during WW2, and in the housing provided during the war.
Associative:
Aesthetic: The Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA has a distinct character of austerity and utility.
Social: As a result of the Glenroi Community Advancement Co-operative Society, the government
owned buildings have been transferred to individuals. The Glenroi Duration Cottages have provided
affordable housing in Orange since the war.
Research:.
The Glenroi Duration Cottages provide an opportunity for the study of self-build timber framed
houses clad in fibro exterior cladding, for the study of the planning and design of the suburb, fand
for the study of Government related housing schemes.
Rarity:
The Glenroi Duration cottages are rare within the Orange Local Government area and rare to a
degree within NSW. They provide an example of Government assisted housing with owner slefbuilding.
Representativeness:.
The Glenroi Duration Cottages HCA includes a broad range of duration cottages and these provide
examples of affordable housing types.
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5.

Heritage Items

The following places have been reviewed, assessed and nominated for listing on Schedule 5 of the
Orange Local Environmental Plan (LEP). They have been either nominated during the study period,
revealed in the period since the previous study and/or revealed during the fieldwork associated with
the tasks. The sites are outlined in RED on the following plans and maps
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5.1.

117 Sampson Street

Photograph

Photograph
Physical Description
The building is a timber framed residence in a villa plan form, with a protruding room to the northeast corner, and bullnosed verandah on timber posts to the returning room. The steeply pitched
roof is clad in galvanised iron, and includes a hip to the south and a gable to the front wing. The
gable unusually includes pressed metal sheeting to the infill, and a scalloped pair of bargeboards.
The 2 verandah posts include carved perforated brackets, while the end of the verandah is clad in
lining boards. The external walls are clad in sheeting. The windows have all been replaced with
aluminium framed units, having colonial style glazing bars. The building includes a rear skillion and
substantial rear additions exceeding the floor area of the original cottage, which is evident on the
aerial plan.
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Statement of Significance
The early timber framed cottage retains distinctive original features, such as the plan and roof form,
and materials, such as the galvanised roof with important details, including the gable and verandah.
Despite the rear extensions, which are not significance, and the windows, which are capable of
restoration, the cottage remains intact and capable of interpretation.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical and aesthetic significance.
5.2.

49 Prince Street

Photograph

Physical Description
The large cottage structure consists of a residence with enclosed corner verandah, an unclosed
verandah to Prince Street. The roof is hipped at both ends, and the unusual verandah has a double
curved profile, supported on timber posts. The corner location is prominent in the streetscape. The
building includes a long skillion roofed extension on Clinton St, at the boundary. The Prince Street
elevation presents as a double fronted cottage, with symmetrical DHSS windows. Despite the
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corner modifications, the original building is capable of interpretation, and with a similar detached
cottage at 53 Prince Street, contributes to the streetscape.
Statement of Significance
The prominent cottage retains an original building form, and corner presentation to Prince and
Clinton Streets, while retaining distinctive details, such as the double curved verandah and
chamfered hipped roof form. The building is an important contributory element with others of the
period in the vicinity.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical and aesthetic significance.
5.3.

139 Margaret Street

Photograph

Physical Description
This is a Van Dyke house, made in Villawood by the Van Dyke company and prefabricated and
then assembled locally circa 1970.
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The construction consisted of pre-manufactured panels which are evident in the elevations via the
vertical cover battens. The panels were sealed on the inside and outside with sheeting
Corrugated galvanised iron sheet roofing. Only one type was produced and local building
contractors who perected theme were Ristway, Bennett, Latke and Flowers
Statement of Significance
The residence is an outstanding and representative example of the Van Dyke pre-fabricated
houses supplied from Sydney for local builders through the NSW Housing Commission for the
public housing market.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, associative and aesthetic significance.
171 Margaret Street

Photograph
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Physical Description
Substantial brick residence in villa plan form, with hipped iron roof, rendered chimneys, gable with
rendered apex, window awnings and perimeter verandah within roof form. Verandah includes
carved valence details, arranged post centres to the entrance and an infill to the east side. The
main window includes a rendered sill and 3 part DHSS windows, while the front door includes
decorative side lights. The front garden is bounded by an appropriate picket fence and mature
plantings.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance.
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5.4.

110 Matthews Avenue

Photograph

Aerial site plan
Physical Description
The system house was a complete package made in Germany and fully imported. The house also
came with the German labour who assembled them. The local contractor did the subdivision and
site drainage. This is the Type 7 which provided 4 bedrooms in a gable roof form while the Type 8
used hipped roofs. The exteriors were clad in 150mm Baltic pine weatherboards. The original
roofing was a steel pan type sheet.
Statement of Significance
The residence is an outstanding and representative example of a ‘Delf’ house, sourced from
Germany and supplied to the public housing market in Orange and erected by German labour to
NSW Housing Commission requirements.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, associative, representative and aesthetic significance.
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5.5.

125 Prince Street

Photograph
Physical Description
A large painted residence with triple fronted plan form, hipped tiled roof and distinctive inter-war
Moderne features, including: enlarged chimney pier, enclosed entrance porch with parapet,
decorative string courses, expressed building base and rare rear curved bay window and enlarged
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double fronted windows. The boundary is established by a traditional low masonry fence with
shaped piers and steel gate.
Statement of Significance
The large triple fronted masonry residence is an outstanding example of restrained Moderne styling
from the inter-war period, including striking materials, features and details, located on a prominent
street corner.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance.

5.6.

125 Dalton Street
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Railway cottage for Level crossing: Cottage only

Photograph
Physical Description
The house is a standard model residence constructed by the railways for level crossing operators.
The masonry building is a very distinctive floorplan with central brick chimney and residential
rooms. Modifications on this particular building include the verandahs and painting of the face
brickwork, and a front fence. The elevations include the symmetrical arrangement of paired
windows, using the original timber DHSS units with 6 panes per sash. The building has additions to
the east and rear, but these do not detract from the significance, which is capable of interpretation.
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Statement of Significance
The former railway level crossing keeper’s cottage retains the original form and distinctive
character. The building is both rare and representative of this building type and provides a
prominent focal point of Dalton St at the level crossing.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, associative, rarity and aesthetic significance.
5.7.

112 Dalton Street

Aerial site plan

Figure 13

The cottage only, warrants a level of significance for the listing

Photograph
Physical Description
The rendered and painted brick villa includes a protruding room, with paired double hung windows,
expressed lintels and prominent gable with carved bargeboards, and circular ventilator. The return
is a bullnose verandah typical of the late Victorian period. The eave includes a decorative dentil
cornice of brickwork. A tall masonry fence provides some protection from the busy level crossing
junction. The building has been adapted for a commercial use, with additions to the side and rear,
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and a manufacturing shed is attached. These modifications are generally sympathetic and do not
detract from the prominence and significance of the original villa cottage.
Statement of Significance
The late Victorian villa is an intact example of a simple cottage with distinctive features of the
period and style, including the paired DHSS window, elaborate carved bargeboards to the front
gable and the low-pitched bullnose returning verandah. The building complements the streetscape,
and together with the railway level crossing keeper’s cottage diagonally opposite provides an
historic focal point to Dalton Street.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance.
5.8.

121 Gardiner Road
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Photograph
Physical Description
A simple cottage with iron gabled roof, and bullnose verandah with posts and brackets. The
unusual plan uses a single loaded passage associated with detached dwellings, and now includes
an extension. The west side includes a brick chimney, while the site also now provides a traditional
building structure. The expressed gable on the front elevation is clad with a painted, roughcast
cement render.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, rarity and aesthetic significance.
5.9.

123 Gardiner Road

Photograph
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Physical Description
The residence consists of a villa plan form typical of the late Victorian period, while the verandah
details are Edwardian in character. The pyramidal roof form includes 3 substantial rendered
chimneys, capped with terracotta pots and the verandah returns to the east elevation, and tapers
from the main roof form. The front projecting room is capped with a gable including a roughcast
rendered apex above a decorative corbel string course. The windows are late Victorian tall DHSS
types, with rendered sills. The waist high external walls are smooth rendered, although this may
relate to a damp treatment. The verandah posts include decorative carved perforated brackets. The
front garden presents a very sympathetic picket fence to Gardiner Road. The building includes a
substantial rear extension, located behind the line of the eastern verandah.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, and aesthetic significance.
5.10.

102 Gardiner Road

Photograph
Physical Description
A rare and secluded late Victorian period styled residence with hipped iron roof includes a bull
nosed front verandah and brick chimney. The original front portion of the house extends to the rear
with a skillion area similar in size to the main area beneath the roof form. The large front garden
includes two substantial mature trees. The residence and siting form a group with the two adjoining
traditional and intact Gardiner Street properties.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance. The building is a contributory element with other
traditional buildings in the setting to the streetscape of the Dalton and Anson Street junction.
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Areial site plan
5.11.

104 Gardiner Road

Photograph
Physical Description
A traditional brick building in the Californian Bungalow style with galvanised iron roof including
overlapping gables with battened sheet infills, awning to the windows on the projecting room and
flat roofed verandah to the return supported on paired timber verandah posts down to waist high
brickwork with capped piers. The fenestration is original double hung timber sliding sashes. The
front setback is private garden with solid hedge screening.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance. The building is a pair with 106 Gardiner Street
and a contributory element with other traditional buildings in the setting to the streetscape of the
Dalton and Anson Street junction.
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5.12.

106 Gardiner Road

Photograph
Physical Description
A traditional brick building in the Californian Bungalow style with galvanised iron roof including
overlapping gables with battened sheet infills, tall painted chimney, awning to the windows on the
projecting room and flat roofed verandah to the return supported on paired timber verandah posts
down to waist high brickwork with capped piers. The fenestration is original double hung timber
sliding sashes. The front setback is lawn garden with no complimentary planting or hedge
screening and a weldmesh fence which detracts from the significance and prominent street corner
location.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance. The building is a pair with 104 Gardiner Street a
contributory element with other traditional buildings in the setting to the streetscape of the Dalton
and Anson Street junction.
5.13.

108 Gardiner Road
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Photograph
Physical Description
The brick residence is an unusual Bungalow with distinctive local basalt foundation, terra-cotta tiled
hipped roof with rendered chimney, symmetrical floor plan and asymmetrical gabled front
verandah. The verandah is a porch with capped piers and paired posts topped by a battened gable.
The fenestration is two sets of three grouped tall sashes with top lights. The front garden presents
to the street with symmetrical planters and original low wall and piers including cyclone infills.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance. The building is a contributory
element with other traditional buildings in the setting to the streetscape of the Dalton and Anson
Street junction.

5.14.

105 Spring Street

Photograph
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Aerial site plan
Physical Description
This range of pre-fabricated timber houses was made in Stroud in the vicinity of the forest and
timber mill and then sent to Orange by train for local erection. The timber framing was 75x38mm
The efficioent floor plan located all the plumbing in one portion to reduce the plumbing cost –
kitchen, bathroom and laundry.
Statement of Significance
The residence is an outstanding intact example of the ‘Stroud’ houses manufactured and supplied
to local builders for erection to for the NSW Housing Commission to suit the public housing market.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity, associative, representative and aesthetic significance.
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5.15.

Hawkins Lane group

Hawkins Lane
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5.16.

5 Hawkins Lane

Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and bull nosed front verandah. The short
setback is presented to the Lane with a traditional timber picket fence and gates. The contemporary
paint colour scheme detracts from the original brickwork. Additions include the side carport and
aluminium verandah frieze.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance including the contributory value
as part of the Hawkins Lane group.
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5.17.

7 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and skillion form front verandah. The short
setback is presented to the Lane with a contemporary styled rendered and painted brick wall with
piers and steel palisade infills. A large extension is located to the rear of the original cottage. The
rendered frontage includes detailed window & door surrounds. The modified verandah includes
interpretive carved brackets.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group.
5.18.

9 Hawkins Lane
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Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and skillion form hipped end front verandah
with posts and carved brackets. The original face brick walls include a dentil course at the eave.
The traditional double hung sliding sash windows & front door include rendered surrounds and sills.
The building may have originated as a speculative pair with No.11.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical rarity and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of
the Hawkins Lane group.
5.19.

11 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and skillion form hipped end front verandah
with posts and carved brackets. The original face brick walls have been painted but retain a dentil
course at the eave. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows & front door include rendered
surrounds and sills. The building may have originated as a speculative pair with No.9.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group.
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5.20.

3 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
Physical Description
An unusual cottage type, the building has the plan from derived from an attached dwelling wide
side passage and single row of rooms. The timber building includes weatherboard cladding and
gabled roof with battened infill. The verandah posts have been replaced while the paired sash
windows remain and the front door includes a narrow sidelight. The timber picket fence is
appropriate in principle however the acorn picket is considerably earlier than the inter war character
of the house – all capable of future conservation.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group.
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5.21.

6 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof, reduced chimney and skillion form returning
front verandah with posts. The brick walls have been painted but include the decorative dentil
course at the eave. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows & front door include rendered
surrounds and sills. The contemporary colour scheme is uncharacteristic of the period and style but
is capable of future conservation. The building may have originated as a speculative set with Nos.9
& 11.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group.
5.22.

4 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
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Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and skillion form hipped end front verandah
with posts and carved brackets. The original face brick walls have been retained while the roof
uses exposed rafter tails. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows with 6 panes to the top
sash and brick sills. The building may have originated as a speculative pair with No.2.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance including the contributory value
as part of the Hawkins Lane group.
5.23.

2 Hawkins Lane

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and skillion form hipped end front verandah
with posts and carved stepped timber brackets. The original face brick walls have been retained
while the roof uses exposed rafter tails. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows with 6
panes to the top sash and paired panes in the lower sash and brick sills. The building may have
originated as a speculative pair with No.4.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group.
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5.24.

20 Nile Street

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and bull nose front verandah with posts and
stepped brackets. The original face brick walls have been retained while the verandah is part
enclosed. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows with 6 panes to the top sash and
paired panes in the lower sash and brick sills. The site includes timber picket fence. The building
may have been one of a speculative group of four with 22 – 26.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, rarity and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of
the Hawkins Lane group and Nile Street streetscape.
5.25.

22 Nile Street

Photograph
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Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and replacement skillion front verandah with
posts and stepped brackets. The original face brick walls have been painted; the roof has been
replaced with ‘decramastic’ sheeting while the verandah is part enclosed. The traditional picket
fence has been replaced with a rendered masonry low wall. The building may have been one of a
speculative group of four with 22 – 26.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance including the contributory value
as part of the Hawkins Lane group and the Nile Street streetscape.
5.26.

24 Nile Street

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and bull nose front verandah with posts and
replacement brackets. The original face brick walls have been painted. The traditional double hung
sliding sash windows appear to be concealed with shutters. The site includes a modified timber
picket fence on a brick base. The building may have been one of a speculative group of four with
22 – 26.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group and the Nile Street streetscape.
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5.27.

26 Nile Street

Photograph
Physical Description
A double fronted brick cottage with hipped steel roof and bull nose front verandah with stop
chamfered posts and replacement brackets. The original face brick walls and dentil course at the
eave have been retained. The traditional double hung sliding sash windows with 6 panes to both
sashes and rendered string course and surrounds to the openings. The site includes timber picket
fence set within a modified rendered brick wall with piers. The building may have been one of a
speculative group of four with 22 – 26.
Statement of Significance
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
based on its historical and aesthetic significance including the contributory value as part of the
Hawkins Lane group and the Nile Street streetscape.
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6.

Huntley: Items nominated & assessed for listing on the LEP

The following places are located in Huntley. They are outlined in Red on the map and have been
nominated based on general community knowledge and local history. Many are distant from the
public road and therefore the materials, details and condition are not evident. These properties
have been nominated based on this limited information. Detailed site inspections have been
undertaken and the issues discussed with the site owners to assess the significance out of
courtesy to the site owners. A detailed heritage assessment of their significance follows for each
item with recommendations for those to be included on the heritage list of the Orange LEP.
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6.1.

15 Capps Lane, Huntley

Photograph

Photograph courtesy real Estate website

Image 1
Open living space with timber boarded ceiling and later brick chimney added for
the dwelling use
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Image 2

Traditional ledged and braced boarded timber door.

Image 3
Traditional timber door between rooms. It is possible that the cross walls were
added for the house conversion. The changes are generally sympathetic.

Image 4
The rear elevation noting the minor extension. The remaining face brick shows the
original material. It is recommended that these areas of face brick are retained and not painted to
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keep the original. The extensions benefit from painting in a sympathetic colour to distinguish them
from the original.

Image 5
The end elevation where the extension is usefully distinguished. Note the brick
chimneys and their traditional details.

Image 6

General view of the main elevation and garden setting

Image 7

Detail of the pavilion and the space between which expresses the new and old.
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Image 8
Area beneath the verandah noting the brickwork and fenestration. The origins of
the colonial styled windows is unknown.

Image 9

Face brickwork where the paint has been removed.

Image 10

Closed former opening in the dividing brick wall with marks from former partition.

Image 11

The rear of a chimney structure and timber boarded ceiling lining.
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Image 12
propping.

Window detail showing the fine glazing bars and cut stop sashes used for

Image 13
Flooring denoting former walls which have been removed and the floor patched.
The timber appears to be quality Karri pine.

Image 14

Typical arch lintel to a window and traditional metal wall vents in the front elevation

Historical notes
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It appears that the simple brick structure commenced life as a shed providing a place for butter
making. The building was then adapted for dwelling. Following a period of vacancy, the building
was restored as short stay accommodation and in recent times adapted and extended as a family
home. Works remain in progress. The site may have had a relationship with the demonstration
dairy also located in Huntley.
Physical Description
A former Butter factory adapted to provide a residence, the brick building was erected c.1840 and
consists currently of a brick structure with timber front verandah providing two bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a large open living dining room. Original elements include a brick chimney and
fireplace, exposed face brickwork, timber ceilings and rafters and timber flooring. Windows include
early double hung sliding sash timber windows with 6 panes per sash and later inter war timber
windows with lateral muntins.
Statement of Significance
The former Butter factory provides a good example of an adapted agricultural service building from
the early 1840s which served historically as a butter factory associated with the local dairy industry
while being adapted sympathetically in the 20th C. to provide a residence.
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
subject to further inspection by arrangement, based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic
significance.

6.2.

1 Capps Lane, Huntley

Photograph
Physical Description
Description: ‘Huntley Downs’ is part of the Orange Airport Estate and includes a contemporary
residence.
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Statement of Significance
The property does not include a structure with heritage significance and therefore it does not meet
the threshold to warrant listing on the LEP.
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6.3.

38 Kinghorn Lane, Huntley

Site Photograph

Building Photograph
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Physical Description
Description: ‘Kareela’ is a traditional hipped iron roofed residence with long tree-lined driveway.
The building is a villa plan from of Californian bungalow with overlapping gables in galvanised iron
and battened gable infills.

Picture 1

Driveway with significant windbreak of cultural pine tree plantings

Picture 2

Rear Elevation with enclosed verandah
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Picture 3

Rear Elevation showing cladding and additions with original brick chimney

Picture 4

Side elevation details
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Picture 5

Front elevation showing the modified additional verandah

Statement of Significance
Preliminary Statement of Significance: The residence was the original home of Harry Ironmonger,
son of Charles Ironmonger.
Subject to further investigation of the building through an arranged site inspection, the site has the
potential for listing on the LEP as a heritage item.
The site was recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item,
subject to a site inspection by arrangement, based on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic
significance.
Recommendation
The site is a representative example of a timber fibro clad house, apparently relocated to the
current site.
The site does not retain significant elements or represent a significant example for a period or style.
The site is not recommended for listing on the LEP.
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6.4.

23 Blunt Road, Huntley

Photograph

Photo courtesy Real Estate 2018

Physical Description
The residence is a timber framed villa plan structure with steel roof, battened gable infill and
custom orb steel external cladding. The windows are timber framed double hung sliding sashes
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with two panes per sash and broad surrounds and awnings. The building has been extensively
refurbished but the original character is capable of interpretation.

Front verandah is a reinstatement while the gable appears to be original
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Detail view of the front corner indicating the original form with its replacement external cladding and
remnant brick chimney. The windows are a combination of old and new. The building is bungalow
and appears to date from the late 1930s-40s and is representative typical of the period.

Detail view of the internal flooring at the former rear junction from the front rooms.
Statement of Significance
‘Dudley’s cottage and formerly McGee’s.
The heritage significance is cultural and history and lies with the local knowledge related to
previous ownership. This historic significance is capable of being retained within local history
records.
A site visit and review of the exterior and interior of the residence indicates that the original
elements have been very substantially modified to the point where it is not possible to clearly
differentiate or interpret the original and significant fabric.
Therefore, the site is not recommended for listing on the LEP as a heritage item.
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6.5.

‘Waverton’, 76 Blunt Road, Huntley

Photograph
Physical Description
The site includes rural land utilised for cattle and associated croppping, the residence:
‘Waverton’and the group of former Dairy buildings. The significant group is located a nominal 50m
south east of the residence. The group is capable of being identified with a curtilage boundary
which would exclude the residence and surrounding rural land.

Photograph 1

The stone meat room which is likely to pre-date the dairy
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Photograph 2

Basalt walls

Photograph 3

Basalt wall
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Photograph 4

Rear Basalt wall

Photograph 5

Side elevation
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Photograph 6

Ceiling lining

Photograph 7

Plastered wall details

Photograph 8

Shuttered window opening

Photograph 9

Gable end detail
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Photograph 10

Earth floor and wall detail

Photograph 11

Setting for former house

Photograph 12 The milking shed
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Photograph 13 Sign detail

Photograph 14 Door and electrical details
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Photograph 15 Machinery detail

Photograph 16 Equipment detail

Photograph 17 Equipment detail
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Photograph 18 Insulated cool room door detail

Photograph 19 Insulated mini-orb details
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Photograph 20 Equipment detail

Photograph 21 Dairy area
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Photograph 22 Side yard

Photograph 23 Side elevation

Photograph 24 End elevation
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Photograph 25 The yard from milking shed

Photograph 26 Dairy room

Photograph 27 The extended cottage

Photograph 28 Rear elevation to the skillion
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Photograph 29

The iron wrapped chimney

Photograph 30 Interior with fireplace
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Photograph 31 Timber wall and galvanised steel wall

Photograph 32 Side internal elevation

Photograph 33 End elevation
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Photograph 34

Side wall

Photograph 35 Timber flooring

Photograph 36 Post detail
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Photograph 37 Corner detail

Photograph 38 The skillion room
Recommendation
The site meets the criteria for historical significance as rare example of a demonstration dairy, the
condition and character are intact and meet the criterion for Aesthetic significance. The site, as
defined by the curtilage map, is recommended for listing on the LEP as a heritage item.
Statement of Significance
Formerly Wiggin’s family property
The site identified with the curtilage map and description, is recommended for listing on the LEP as
a heritage item. The site is significant based on its historical evidence of early development within
Huntley of a residence and dairy, the technical evidence provided within the dairy buildings
including remaining equipment, the rarity of such a demonstration dairy facility within Orange and
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the aesthetic significance though the character of the complex of structures, yards and trees within
the setting as defined by the curtilage.
Historical context: The demonstration dairy.
The dairy was in part funded by the Department of Agriculture in the early 1950s.
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Diagram provided by the former property owenr, John Wiggins to the current owner in 2002.

Historical notes provided by John Wiggins:
IMPROVEMENT PLAN BRINGS LASTING BENEFITS TO DAIRY FARM AT ORANGE
The successful establishment of 100 acres of improved pasture, 11 acres of clover on a dairy farm near Orange
boosted production, increased carrying capacity and enabled the conservation of 300 tons of fodder.
The dairy farm is a 226 acre property in the Spring Hill district near Orange, owned by Mr. B.J.Wiggins. It was nominated
as a demonstration farm by the Orange Dairy Farmers' Committee and work began in November, 1949.
THE FARM.
The farm is typical of the area. The soil is mostly basalt with some grey loam in the lower paddocks. Before Mr. Wiggins bought
the farm fertility in some paddocks had been reduced by continuous production of cash crops, such as potatoes, hay and peas.
Farm elevation is about
3,000 ft. and heavy snowfalls are not uncommon in winter. Furthermore, except for the bush paddock and part of paddock 7
the farm is very exposed to cold westerlies in winter.
When Mr. Wiggins took over the property in 1942, he began to improve pastures with the idea of gradually building up soil
fertility and farm productivity. He built sound dairy premises and a small bull paddock, and used early sown oats to help
maintain winter production.
Mr. Wiggins and his son performed all farm work. Their energy and intelligent cooperation were important factors in ensuring the
demonstration's success.
OBJECTS OF THE DEMONSTRATION.
The objects of the demonstration were to:
• Increase production and carrying capacity.
• Build up soil fertility.
• Encourage fodder conservation.
• Estimate the value of lucerne in the farm programme and the importance of suitable pasture mixes.
• Relate costs involved to production uplift.
The project,prepared by district officers of the Department of Agriculture, included an ambitious pasture improvement
programme,extensive subdivision and water reticulation.
Plan A indicates the farm situation at the beginning of the demonstration; the farmer had already sown about 47 acres
of pasture and 25 acres of this was good pasture.
PASTURE IMPROVEMENT.
The main features of this phase of the programme were the sowing of 11 acres of lucerne,10 acres of red clover (for hay) and
the laying down of just over 100 acres of pasture for winter and summer grazing. These pastures, those previously sown by
the farmer, and the lucerne and clover were top-dressed once a year.
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Plan 8 shows the new paddocks formed after subdivision; No. 5 was sown to lucerne, No. 10 to red clover for hay and 1B, 1A,
4A, 4B, 6A,6B,7,9,11 and 14 were sown to pasture.
The bush paddock (No. 8) was not included in the improvement plan. It contained briars and standing and fallen timber. Moreover, it
is the warmest paddock on the farm and provides good winter shelter.
SUBDIVISION AND WATER RETICULATION.
Paddocks 5 and 7 (plan A) were subdivided into four permanent paddocks and 4 and 11 in the same plan were temporarily
subdivided by electric fence.
Water reticulation included the running of a pipeline from the windmill to paddocks 7, 9,10 and
11 (plan B) and the installation of water troughs in paddocks 9, 10 and 11.
THE HERD.
The herd comprises average grade Jerseys. When the demonstration began the property carried 30 milkers,19 heifers and 2
bulls. At its close, stock numbers had increased to 76, including 50 milkers and 1 registered bull.
Before the demonstration commenced and for some time after, Mr. Wiggins restricted stock numbers to the farm's apparent
carrying capacity. This limited the number of young heifers available and slowed the build-up of the herd. Furthermore, when
herd recording was fully established, culling was rather heavy.
Except for 4 A.I.S. heifers, all replacements were reared on the farm and the present herd is a comparatively young one. There is
not the equivalent percentage of older cows in the herd as compared with the pre-demonstration period, and because of rigid
culling this affected production.
The herd was dehorned during the demonstration, making strip grazing somewhat easier.
PRODUCTION FIGURES.
With the exception of the year ending June 1951, there was a steady production increase over the base year. The total increase
for the 4 demonstration years was 15,404 gallons of milk.
RAINFALL.
Rainfall figures are included in the table. The rainfall incidence is important as well as the total. In the Spring Hill district, heavy falls
in the April-June quarter of any year,followed by snow or cold snaps cause a drop in winter production. Paddocks remain wet and
cold throughout the winter and even if there is enough feed, stock need shelter and some good quality hay. The decline of district
production in the years ending June, 1951 and June, 1953, shows the effect
of snow and excessive winter rainfall.
It was expected that the total production increase would exceed 15,404 gallons, but a changeover to late summer calving during
the demonstration and the fact that 6 cows failed to hold to service in the last demonstration year helped lower production. The
production
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increase over the base year represents 12.5 per cent of the total production during the demonstration, or an average
yearly increase of 14 per cent over the base year figure.
This production increase is not due solely to demonstration practices; without the farmer's own efforts, hard work and, in particular,
his purchase of a pick-up baler, the demonstration objects may not have been attained. However, the pasture improvement, fodder
cropping, subdivision, water reticulation and annual top-dressing of pastures laid the foundations of a very successful project.
FODDER CONSERVATION.
During the demonstration,303 tons of excellent hay were conserved and harvested with the pick-up baler. To maintain production
and condition 148 tons were fed to the herd during the long cold winters and, when necessary, in early spring. The value of the 155
tons of hay on hand at the end of the demonstration could conservatively be estimated at 1 , 8 6 0 . In addition,
40 tons of silage was conserved in a silo made of hay bales wired together.
COSTS AND BENEFITS.
Demonstration costs totalledf1,468, of which ·643 was spent on recoverable items, such as fencing materials, machinery,
troughs,piping and a tank for water reticulation. Mr. Wiggins later purchased these items from the Department at a figure allowing
for depreciation. Real demonstration costs (demonstration costs less value of recoverable items) amounted to£953.
The value of the total production increase of 15,404 gallons at the average of 3s. 1d. per gallon obtained during the
demonstration was f2,375. This easily offsets the demonstration costs. However, Mr. Wiggins bore the costs of preparing
areas for pasture and of spreading superphosphate and dolomite, as well as the cost of harvesting. He also bought a pick-up
baler, but this expense was offset in the value of the hay conserved.
IfE953 were debited solely against the excess milk (15,404gallons), obtained over the base year production, the cost would amount to
slightly less than 1s. 3d. per gallon; this is equivalent to the cost of 4.5 lb. concentrates atf28 per short ton.
Despite a very comprehensive pasture improvement programme, costs were not excessive when related to these positive
benefits:
•
•
•
•

Substantialbuild-up in soil fertility.
Fifty per cent increase in carrying capacity.
Production uplift and solid expansion of production potential.
Conservation of ample fodder for all stock requirements.

The attainment of these demonstration objects means that Mr. Wiggins now has a greatly improved farm which, with little more
than the cost of pasture maintenance, should give high production returns for years to come.

The site includes a rare bluestone structure erected prior to the dairy, the dairy complex with yards, a
minor accommodation & storage building and potential archaeological remnants related to a former
residence and two mature trees.
The curtilage is defined as follows:
To the south, a boundary following the existing fencing to a right-angled corner in the SW corner
where the East boundary runs at 90 degrees to include the fencing to the NE corner. At this point
which is not indicated by fencing, the Northern boundary is 10m off the structure noted as Structure 1.
This extends to the NW corner where it intersects with the fence line. This fence from the boundary to
the west and returns to the SW corner of the precinct to complete the designated area.
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Sketch plan of curtilage defining the significant area of the site
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6.6.

‘Homeleigh’, 359 Phoenix Mine Road, Huntley

Photograph

Site entry
Physical Description
Large early residence with mature garden setting and traditional farm sheds.
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Photograph 1
Front elevation showing the hipped roof with gablets, symmetrical floor plan and chimneys and
bull nose surround verandah with gable entry porch

Photograph 2

Photograph 3

The Side elevation with verandah, face brickwork and roof with chimney

Original joinery with original finishes
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Photograph 4

Original joinery with original finishes

Photograph 5

Hallway with pressed metal and original pendant lighting
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Photograph 6

Photograph 7

Pendant

Front door and leadlighting
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Photograph 39

Front door illustrating the door with leadlight/design and sidelights

Photograph 9

Living room window
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Photograph 10 External tuck pointed brickwork and DHSS windows

Photograph 11 View from the driveway with large shed in the foreground
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Photograph 12 Rare movable heritage item in one of the workshop sheds

Photograph 13 Floorboards and previous layout evidence

Photograph 14 Roof structure

Photograph 40 Shearing equipment

Photograph 41 Door details noting sleeper wall cladding
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Photograph 42 Sleeper walls and sympathetic repairs to base plate

Photograph 43 Large shed exterior

Photograph 44 Pen details

Photograph 45 Shearing pens
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Photograph 46 Wall details to side elevation of large shed

Photograph 47 Joinery details from former layout

Photograph 48 End elevation
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Photograph 49 Metal shed and pens

Photograph 50 Sympathetic repair details

Photograph 51 Sympathetic details for fencing and repairs.
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Photograph 52 Rare movable item: Bellows in the smithy shed

Photograph 53 Roof details with sympathetic repairs

Photograph 54 Setting for the sheds

Photograph 55 Shed detail with roofs and sleeper walls
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Photograph 56 The tall silage storage shed

Photograph 57 Skillion area

Photograph 58 Rare MF tractor in the large shed

Photograph 59 End elevation
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Photograph 60

Hardware details on the small shed

Statement of Significance
The House and farm complex is formerly Draper’s home, a symmetrical brick residence with surround
verandahs and in a rare intact external and internal condition while the setting includes rare and intact
agricultural farm sheds with movable items and provides an intact representative example of early
development in Huntley
Recommendation
The site is recommended for listing on the Orange LEP under Schedule 5 as a Heritage item, based
on its historical, technical, rarity and aesthetic significance.
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6.7.

Farm shed, ‘Kymrock’, 47 Cully Road

The site as a shed does not have sufficient level of significance to warrant listing as heritage item on
the LEP.
6.8.

‘Yanina’, 1050 Huntley Road, Huntley

The site includes a timber framed house with fibro sheet cladding and external brick chimneys with
garden setting and mature trees. The solar panels and the enclosed front verandah detract from the
character and appearance when viewed from the street.
The site does not meet the criteria for listing as heritage item on the LEP while in the current
condition.
The site has the potential for listing subject to conservation works, the scope of which have been
broadly discussed with the site owner.
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7.

Complex site analysis

The brief indicated the following task;
 Identify appropriate sites that could be refined to the area of significance and a curtilage.
The issues which arise during development relate to the need to protect the aspects of heritage
significance while enabling appropriate and sympathetic development.
There are many places within the larger sized heritage listings which are capable of development
without impinging upon the heritage value of the larger or whole site. A good example is a typical
retail tenancy within the retail complex formerly known as Daltons and Myer.
The objective will therefore be to identify a way to describe and list the significant parts of the site
while excluding those elements, such as specific tenancies away from the historic parts. This will
ensure that development which will not impact on heritage will be able to proceed without the need for
a Development Application, notwithstanding other reasons why a consent may be required.
The following examples are a preliminary list of locations on the LEP, where the current listing is
capable of being refined in order to exclude smaller sites where various forms of development may
proceed. The selected items have been provided with an appropriate aerial view. The case study
example is the Waverton demonstration dairy site. The next step is the written description of the
significant structures and landscape elements and an appropriate curtilage:


Emco/Electrolux site;



Kinross Wolaroi school at Bathurst Road;
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Kinross Wolaroi school at Coronation Drive;



Orange showground - pavilions;
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CSU campus - water tower;
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8.

Submissions and responses

Name

Property owner:

Issue

Response

General support, subject to

Future alterations and additions

future alterations to the

to the contemporary premises

premises

should be possible subject to the
standard planning requirements
and the works not detracting from
the signifcance of the HCA

Property owner:

General support, subject to

A curtilage map has been

future alterations to the

prepared to clarify the specific

Waverton house and the rural

area with heritrage significance.

land uses.

This excludes the adjoining

The response to the Curtilage

residence and rural lands.

plan is supportive and positive.
General support
Community member

Suggestion: The Dalton HCA to
be the Dalton Central HCA to
emphasise the association of
the heart of Orange
Support

Property owners within the
Proposed Blackman’s Swamp
HCA
No commonality in the

The units are contemporary

buildings at 125-149 Woodward

dwellings. A review indicates that

Street, proposed to be added to

the consistency is marginal and

the HCA;

offsets the preference to include

The three owners of the lots
comprising the Strata do not
want to be included within the
HCA

two sides of the streetscape.
Buildings with caharacter worthy
of protecting include 143
Woodward Street (residence),
147 Woodward Street (food
retail). In conclusion, it is
therefore recommended that the
HCA not be extended as
proposed and that listings be
recommended for the two
significant properties 143 & 147
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Woodward Street.
National Trust (NSW), Graham
Quint, Director of Conservation

Support
The Trust has additional
information from 1999 in

Council to seek copies of the
information for review and
consideration

relation to five HCAs, which
may support and infrom the
Conservation Area proposals;

Orange Interwar Period Urban
Conservation Areas, Precincts
1, 2 and 3, and
Orange East Interwar Period
Urban Conservation Areas,
Precincts 4 and 5

Resident

In opposition to the extension

The character of the extended

of the Blackmans Swamp HCA

area is different and more diverse

in the vicinity of National

with increased contemporary

Avenue, Warrendine Street

building. This does not of itself

between Woodward and

alter the level of significance of

Peisley Street’. The argument

the area or make it less worthy of

presented is dilution of the

protection. The lack of analysis of

current character/significance

both rarity and recreation in the

and lack of rarity. The second

area is acknowldged and should

argument is the additional

be scheduled for further work.

approvals required, the cost of

The need for consultants on

engaging heritage consultants

typical residential works is not

and the lack of heritage

required given the free heritage

consultants in Orange.

advice availble to property
owners.

Objection for the subject

Helen invites Council to advise

property within the proposed

her on how the contentemporary

HCA. The argument is based

house can be

on the restrictions. The HCA

upgraded/modernisedf/removated

will prevent green

and fit in. An appointement to be

adaptation/modern materials

made to review the site and
residence and opportunitries as
there appears to be no problem
after viewing the exterior.

Suggestions: Consolidation of

Further rationalisation of

boundaries for East Orange;

boundaries has been undertaken

Naming could lead to

as a result of the review and

confusion; standard of care for

submissions. The naming
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cottages in East Orange;

convention is generally accepted.

comparison of cottages in

The more diverse boundaries are

Gardiner Road and East

complex and this is the price of

Orange is worthy of debate;

addressing significance and

extend Bletchinton area to

character of buildings over

include Legacy Avenue in

general history. The war service

relation to war service history;

and State housing issues have

rationalise the boundaries to

been addressed with additional

whole blocks.

listings and aboundary extension
in Bletchington. The specialist
knowledge is greatly appreciated.

Comments and objections;

The subject property adjoins the

removal of subject property

Motor Lodge and is a double

from the HCA. Arguments

fronted brick house with flat

presented include impact of

roofed verandah, hipped metal

listing on renovations; fence

roof with brick chimney and

heights; flexibility requested to

paling/masonry piered fence. It

match general development;

forms the important bookend of

complexity of development;

the northern streetscape. The

rating impact; costs related to

arguments in the objection do not

insurance; and disputed

relate to significance. A site

property values.

meeting should be extended to
investigate resolution of any
perceived constraints in relation
to future works.

Property owner

Objection on the basis that the

A site visit to be undertaken to

building is a replica of the

investigate the replica status and

former house, having been

a revioew of the Council consent

demolished and constructed to

in 2006 for the demolition and

a Council approved scheme; a

construction. Should the property

title deed is supplied indicating

prove to be a replica, the listing

the earlier spelling of Hawken

should not proceed.
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9.

The Next steps
Presentation of the Report and findings to Councillors
 Adoption by Council
 A planning proposal to amend the LEP – Schedule 5
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